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Abstract
The present work describes a new approach for the automatic
tracking of the glottal area from high-speed digital images of
the larynx. This approach involves three processes: Firstly, the
frame with the maximal glottal opening is found automatically,
by detecting the frame for which the sum of pixel intensities
is minimum. Secondly, a segmentation algorithm based on ac-
tive contours is used to detect the glottal space and build an
initial template. Finally, using the normalized cross correlation
the surface that represents the best matching between the initial
template and the next frame is obtained. The surface area cor-
responds, at the same time, to the glottal space and to the new
template. The process is repeated for each frame in order to
obtain the new template and the new best cross correlation sur-
face. This process is done iteratively until the last frame of the
sequence has been reached. The performance, effectiveness and
validation of the approach is demonstrated even in high-speed
recordings in which the images present an inappropriate closure
of the vocal folds.
Index Terms: glottal gap, keyframe, normalized cross correla-
tion, HSDI, matching, template

1. Introduction
Biomedical images play an important role for a precise, fast
and reliable diagnosis of the vocal folds vibration. In this sense,
laryngeal images provide visual cues about the vibratory pat-
terns that commonly the acoustic measurement cannot provide.
These images are recorded using videoendoscopic techniques.
There are two basic videoendoscopic procedures that are used to
capture the vibratory movement of the vocal folds [1]: slow mo-
tion stroboscopy (SMS) and high speed digital imaging (HSDI).
The HSDI systems record images of the larynx at a typical rate
of 2000 frames/second, while the rate obtained in slow motion
is only around of 25 or 50 frames per second. HDSI illuminates
using a continuous light whereas SMS uses a stroboscopic lamp
to show the movement of the vocal folds. A clear advantage of
the HDSI with respect to SMS is that the stills are not fuzzy and
incorrectly illuminated. However, both methods present camera
rotations, side movements of the laryngoscope, and movements
of the patient, causing a delocalization of the vocal folds and the
glottal gap that complicates the application of automatic image
processing techniques.

On the other hand, an accurate detection of the glottal gap
and its tracking along time is required to objectively character-
ize the vibratory patterns of the vocal folds. This is usually car-
ried out synthesizing different representations such as Glottal
Vibration Profiles (GVP) [2], Glottal Area Waveforms (GAW)
[3], Kymograms[4], and extracting some important measure-

ments such as: the ratio of vibratory amplitude, ratio of periods
of vibration, etc [5]. It is known that these parameters are cor-
related with voice quality and health condition [6], and help the
specialist to evaluate the phonation in an objective way.

Currently, the previous task of identifying the glottal gap is
usually carried out using semi automatic methods. In this con-
text, and with the exponential growth of computer power and
the constant improvement of the algorithms used for image pro-
cessing, the hard task of automatically segmenting the glottal
space has achieved a dramatic advancement. However, many of
the techniques found in the literature still have weaknesses that
make them impractical in a clinical environment, in which the
automatization and reliability are fundamental. The most com-
mon techniques reported in the literature to detect the glottal
space are based on histogram [7], region growing methods [8],
watershed [9] and active contour delineation methods[10].

Histogram based algorithms are simple thresholding meth-
ods in which the threshold is determined based on the histogram
of each image. The glottis has darker intensity levels than the
vocal fold tissues, so a threshold can be used to differentiate be-
tween the glottis and the vocal folds. However, the laryngeal
images often have low contrast and with heterogeneous pro-
files. Hence, selecting a global threshold may result in an er-
roneous delimitation of the glottal gap during the closure phase
of the vocal folds, since, at this moment, the glottis and the
background intensity are practically the same.

The region growing method checks the neighbour pixels of
an initial group of points called seeds, and determines if the
neighbours of the seeds should be added to the region. One of
the problems of this method is that it requires a solid criterion
and edges relatively well delimited in order to converge towards
the glottal space; another drawback occurs when the vocal folds
are almost closed; in these cases the glottis is sometimes divided
in two or three parts, and the algorithm fails rejecting some of
these segments (i.e. they are not considered belonging to the
glottal gap).

The watershed simulates a rain over the image where each
pixel represent an altitude as a function of its grey level. The
drops that fall over a point will flow along the path of steepest
descent until reaching a minimum. Such a point is labelled as
belonging to the reception basin associated with this minimum.
The result of the watershed produces thousand of catchment ba-
sis (oversegmentation), for that reason a pre-processing step is
required to reduce the noise. However, in most of the laryngeal
images the watershed does not eliminate all the objects that do
not belong to the glottis [9], for that reason a post-processing
step is required, causing loss of glottal information (i.e when
the glottis is divided in two or three parts).

Lastly, the active contour algorithms or snakes are popular
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in medical images since they can be coupled appropriately to
non-rigid and amorphous contours. Despite all the benefits pro-
vided by the active contours their effectiveness in processing
thousands of high speed images is limited due to high compu-
tation times. In addition, during the glottal closure phase the
snake has a high probability to converge to an erroneous point.

The main problem with the aforementioned algorithms is
that they do not take into account the temporal dimension of the
problem, so each frame is treated individually leaving aside the
information obtained from the previous frames, so new tech-
niques referring to the object tracking problem should be ex-
plored.

The literature is plenty of algorithms to track objects along
time. They can be divided in two groups: target representation
and localization, and filtering and data association. The first
is mostly a bottom-up process and typically the computational
complexity for these algorithms is low. In this group we find
algorithms such as: blob tracking, kernel-based tracking, con-
tour tracking, visual feature matching [11]. The second one is
mostly a top-down process and commonly uses estimation or
filtering as a core component for instead, the Kalman Filter, ex-
tended Kalman Filter, unscented Kalman Filter, point mass filter
and particle filter. The aforementioned methods are combined
with Bayes theorem for tracking a single target that is moving
at approximately constant speed (non maneuvering). To track a
maneuvering object They use the generalized pseudo-Bayesian
Filter, interacting multiple model filter and many others [12].

Therefore, new methods are needed to accurately and effi-
ciently overcome the limitations exposed, paying special atten-
tion to the tracking of the vocal folds along time. This paper
is not intended to completely solve the problem of tracking the
glottal space, but rather provide a new tool that could be used to
refine existing techniques or to initialize more elaborated seg-
mentation algorithms, for instance, active contours or water-
shed. The method proposed uses for the first glottis detection,
the temporal information computed from a sequence of frames
to reduce the number of false detections (Keyframes), and itera-
tively updated the information in each frame based on an adap-
tive cross correlation. Among the advantages of the method
are: high degree of adaptability to existing techniques, easy im-
plementation, and the possibility to distinguish the vocal folds
from the glottis.

The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2,
briefly introduces some basic concepts. Section 3 develops the
methodology implemented for the glottis tracing. Section 4
evaluates the results obtained using the new approach and fi-
nally in section 5 presents some conclusions.

2. Correlation
The use of the correlation for object identification is an idea that
goes back to the beginning of image processing and computer
vision. It computes the similarity among an image I(x, y) and a
given template T (x, y) [13]. Correlation is translation-invariant
but requires that both template and image have the same scale
and orientation. In laryngeal sequences the scale variation can
be understood as the change of the vocal folds opening during
phonation. Many approaches have been suggested to solve the
scale and orientation changes. Some of them perform the cor-
relation after transforming the image and the template into a
domain with different invariances [14] [15]. However, the use
of transformations increase the computational load, rendering it
infeasible in real-time implementations or when the amount of
data to be processed is significant.

The highest peak in the standard correlation (SC) surface
indicates the location of the top-left corner of the best match
in the search image. The main problem with SC is that it is
highly sensitive to illumination conditions, since the highest
peak always appears at the brightest spot in the image. There are
several variations from the SC, some of them developed in the
transformed domain. One of the most robust approaches is the
phase correlation (PC). The phase correlation normalizes to unit
magnitude the transform coefficient before computing the cor-
relation in the frequency domain. Thus, the correlation is based
only on the phase information and is insensitive to changes in
the intensity of the image. This method has an interesting prop-
erty: it attenuates all the other elements in the correlation sur-
face that do not match with the best position, but at the cost of
being more sensitive to noise than SC. Furthermore, the value
of the peak is highly dependent on the scene content. Therefore,
it is very difficult to set a single threshold, which is needed to
compare the peak value for template updating and other later
stages of the tracking algorithm.

In order to handle the limitations of SC and PC, researchers
have proposed the normalized correlation (NC). This correla-
tion has two salient features: it is less sensitive to varying il-
lumination conditions than SC, and its values are normalized
within the range [0, 1]. However, its counterpart in the fre-
quency domain does not exist, so it is computationally more
intensive than SC or PC.

Finally, the literature reports the normalized correlation
coefficient (NCC), which is the most common correlation used
for object localization. It is more stable to differences in the
illumination, and its values are normalized within the range
[−1, 1]. It can be expressed as:

c(m,n) =

∑
x,y[I(x, y) − Īm,n][T (x−m, y − n) − T̄ ]√∑

x,y[I(x, y) − Īm,n]2
∑

x,y[T (x−m, y − n) − T̄ ]2

(1)
where Īm,n and T̄ are the mean intensity values of the image
and the template, respectively. However the NCC has two dis-
advantages. Firstly, it requires non constant intensity values of
I or T ; otherwise, the correlation value will be indeterminate.
Secondly, its implementation in the spatial-domain is computa-
tionally intensive. However, there is an efficient method to com-
pute it using FFT and the concept of summed-area table (SAT)
[16]. Despite the age of the NCC algorithm and the existence of
more recent techniques that address its various shortcomings, it
is probably fair to say that a suitable replacement has not been
universally recognized. One of the reasons is that NCC makes
few requirements on the image sequence. Additionally it can
be used to provide simple feature tracking or it can be easily
combined with more elaborated techniques.

For this work the NCC has been selected due to its easy
implementation and because it provides valuable information
about the glottis and vocal folds contour. To overcome the scal-
ing limitation due to the opening and closing of the vocal folds,
the hypothesis is that a good approach would be an adaptive
strategy updating the template after processing each frame. For
the cases in which the NCC produce an indeterminate correla-
tion, a history of the previous templates is used.
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Figure 1: Outline of the proposed algorithm.

3. Method
The scheme of the proposed method is presented in Figure 1.
The function of each block is detailed next:

3.1. Keyframe detection and first frame segmentation

In the first step, the algorithm finds useful information about
the glottal cycles, using the frames of the sequence with the
maximal glottal opening. These frames can be detected as the
ones for which the sum of pixel intensities is minimum, since in
those moments the glottis is open and the amount of dark pixels
is maximum. Such frames are called keyframes. The keyframes
represent the maximal open states of the glottal cycle within
the sequence under consideration. The same approach has also
been used in [17] for finding the frames with maximal glottal
area.

keyframes(p) = argmin
i=1..k

(∑
x

∑
y

Ii(x, y)

)
(2)

The next step is choosing one of the p keyframes as initial point
of the algorithm. In our case, to simplify the sequence traversed,
the first frame is selected from the p keyframes. Finally, it is
necessary to obtain the first glottis segmentation and propagate
it through the video sequence. To achieve this, we use an auto-
matic segmentation based on snakes using the algorithm in [18].
The figure 2 shows the first key frame and the initial template.

Figure 2: First keyframe and first template.

The templates are composed by superimposing the glottis
area obtained in the previous frame with a black background.
The black background act like an edge enhancer in order to
highlight the glottis contour.

However, the region of interest covers only a part of the
entire image. For localization and computational reasons, there
is no need to process the entire image. So, a dynamic searching
window can be defined, based only on the information extracted
for the templates. The term dynamic is because the window is
able to change its position according to the new position of the
template.

This dynamic window is built take into account the infor-
mation from the previous position of the glottis in x and y
by creating an boundary box that enclose the result obtained.
The dimensions of the searching window are variable and in-
dicate the tolerance to abrupt movements; for instance, when
the searching area increases, the motion tolerance and the false
matches increase too. On the other hand, when the searching
window decreases its area, the precision of the tracking de-
creases as well, and the probability to lose the target (glottis)
increases. In our case the dimension was setting in order to ob-
tain a complete visualization of the objects of interest.

A searching window reduces the number of peaks generated
by the cross correlation, in this manner we have avoided the use
of tedious transformations in the frequency domain used usu-
ally to eliminate the non representative peaks [19]. This abil-
ity increase the tolerance to the involuntary movements of the
camera. Figure 3 shows a clear example of a frame with its
respective searching window.

Figure 3: Next frame with its respective search window.

3.2. Adaptive Normalized Cross-Correlation

One way of making the method more robust to scaling and rota-
tion is to use templates at different scales and orientations. An
Adaptive Correlation (AC) is therefore our choice for the task of
tracking the glottal space variation. The normalized cross cor-
relation matrix is in the range of [−1, 1]. The values closer to 1
indicates more similarities between the template and the search-
ing window, otherwise if the values are closer to -1 means that
the template is uncorrelated with the searching window.

Figure 4: Normalized Cross Correlation surface.

The result of the correlation (Figure 4) is an enhanced ver-
sion of the original image, in which the information concerning
to the glottal space and the vocal folds are distinguished with
clearness. The glottis in figure 5 is the red region surrounded
by the vocal folds (dark blue). Therefore using only techniques
based on thresholding or gradients, it is possible to assess them
separately and get information such as the position, shape and
area.

This information is updated iteratively by including the new
template and the new searching window. This procedure is re-
peated until the last frame is reached. Additionally, a buffer
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Figure 5: Top view of Normalized Cross Correlation Surface.

of the previous templates is required during each new iteration.
The reason is that during the last cross correlation of the glot-
tal cycle, the glottis passes from a partially open state to fully
closed, or the opposite, so the likelihood of mismatching is high.
At this point the new template is fixed to a zero matrix causing
an indeterminate cross correlation. The buffer (previous frame)
is then replaced with the zero matrix, and the procedure is re-
peated each time that the template only has zeros values.

4. Results
The methodology described in the previous section has been
tested with HSDI sequences taken from the database record-
ing by Dr. Erkki Bianco and Gilles Degottex. The resolution
of the videos is 256x256 pixels and the sampling rate is 4000
frames/seconds. Figure 6 show three different frames and its
respectively normalized cross correlation surface. In these im-
ages is easy to see that the use of a searching window eliminates
a huge number of erroneous peaks. However, there are some
small peaks that remain in the top and bottom corners of the
cross correlation surface, but they can be easily eliminated using
thresholding or a gradient criterion. The most significant peaks
represent the vocal folds and the glottis. The correlation clearly
shows the great differences between them: while one tends to
be more positive (glottis), the other tends to be more negative
(vocal folds); this behaviour remains constant for all the frames
of the video sequence. Another important feature occurs in the
second image, in which the glottis is partially closed. In this
case the problem is not only referred to the variation of the glot-
tis scale but also to a shape variation. The Adaptive Correla-
tion fits small variations in shape between consecutive frames.
Finally, the last frame shows one of the most demanding sce-
narios during glottis detection, in which the glottis is divided in
two or more sections. In that scenario the proposed algorithm
has a great performance being able to distinguish perfectly the
regions that belong to the glottis from the vocal folds.

The algorithm presented was tested as a initialization for
the algorithm in [20]. The final segmentation in each frame
was compared with a semiautomatic segmentation [21] using
the Pratt Index [22]. This algorithm calculates a figure of merit
that measures the similarity between boundaries, where 1 indi-
cates that the two edges are equal and 0 that there is not similar-
ity. The Figure 7 summarizes the results obtained from 2 HSDI
sequences in which the quality of the segmentation is analized
using a 5-point scale directly linked with the Pratt Index.

5. Discussions and Conclusions
An adaptive correlation method has been developed. It selec-
tively updates the correlation template in response to glottis
changes in an HSDI laryngeal sequence. The template is up-
dated continuously and a previous frame is used only when the

matching is the zero matrix. The template update enables the
correlation to track the glottis adjusting to the varying scale,
while the dynamic searching window solve the problems intro-
duced by abrupt changes of the camera position. Normalized
cross correlation is a simple but effective method to be used as
a similarity measure, being invariant to linear brightness and
contrast variations. Its easy hardware implementation makes it
useful for real-time applications.

The motivation of this paper is to explore techniques that
even being traditional for video tracking have not been consid-
ered previously in the state of art for the detection and tracking
of the glottal gap. The experimentation has shown that its use
provides valuable information, not only to detect and track the
glottal space but also the vocal folds.

The results obtained are very promising, even more if we
consider combining them with other techniques; however this
algorithm need to be tested in different conditions to ensure its
generalization capabilities.

Figure 6: Results; first column correspond to the original im-
age, the second column is the result of apply the adaptive corre-
lation and the third column is the final delineation of the glottis
using [20]. Images courtesy of E.Bianco & G.Degottex-IRCAM.

Figure 7: Segmentation subjective assessment of 60 frames on
a 5-point scale.
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